This article discusses the T(H)INK, The Test for (Highly) Intelligent Kids, a recently developed normed group intelligence test for primary school children. The instrument and study were both done in Germany, where the authors state there was a lack of such and intelligence test. A total of 1,629 children in grades 1 - 3 took the 36-item test. Cronbach's α = .73 - .80 for the full scale.


This article is especially relevant to educators in the field of gifted education who are interested in expanding their knowledge about argumentation competence, especially given its relevance as an important life skill and its support for promoting learning and critical and higher-order thinking. The authors' analysis of 97 reviewed studies resulted in three levels of argumentative competence. These included metacognitive, metastrategic, and epistemological competence. Metacognitive competence included the length, complexity, clarity/coherence, conceptual quality, and knowledge of the epistemic quality of the argument. The metastrategic competence is measured by the use of discursive elements, use of different argument strategies, and awareness of these strategies. Finally, epistemological competence refers to one's understanding of the characteristics of quality argumentation.
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